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WHAT MAKES A WAR
MORE LIKELY TODAY?
Arms Race

Nationalism,
Public Support
Propaganda

The world spends $1,756,000,000,000 every year on arms.
Over $200 for every child, woman and man in the world.
The new British nuclear missiles system, Trident, will cost £100 billion.
The military-industrial complex is powerful, but unaccountable.

Rise of nationalist parties in Europe, India and Japan.
United States centric view of the world.
Encouragement of the fear of foreigners.
Power of TV, Internet and the Press.

Ineffectual negotiating bodies
Use of the veto in the United Nations.
Obstruction towards the International Criminal Court by the United States.
Refusal of Israel to follow UN resolutions.
Lack of real nuclear disarmament as required by the Non Proliferation Treaty (NPT).

Indifference
of the
ruling elite
1989: Tiananmen Square, China 200 killed
2003: Millions march against the
invasion of Iraq
The unaccountability of
EU bureaucrats in Brussels
The threat to use nuclear missiles
even though the use
is against International Law

War Planning

What makes a

WAR
more likely?

Military exercises by
Russia, NATO, China, Japan.
North and South Korea.
Sudan in Darfur.
Arming of brutal regimes like
Syria, Egypt and Saudi Arabia.

Treaties
NATO - obligation for
member countries
to spend more on arms

Unrest at Home

Economic interest

Increasing inequality of wealth in the world
Poor representation of the people, China, Burma
Abuse of power in North Korea
Imprisonment without trial, torture, disappearances.
Violent suppression of independence movements
e.g. Russia in Chechnya and China in Tibet Burma, India, Bahrain, Indonesia.

Need for gas and oil leads to support for countries
with poor human rights.
Treaties that are advantageous to rich countries
lead to economic strife in poorer countries.
The belief that a country has a right to obtain its
economic needs by military force.
The interference by a country in its neighbours’
affairs - e.g. The United States in
Cuba and Nicaragua.

Cultural attitudes
War is an acceptable way of resolving international disputes.
Inappropriate power is held by military leaders.
Militarisation of children in schools.
Belief that 'My Country' is on the side of Right/Justice/Civilisation.
Seeing war as a religious duty.
Intolerance of other cultures and beliefs and fear of foreigners.

